GENERAL RULES & REGULATIONS

1.Everyone, including drivers, pay gate fee. Drivers are asked to get inspected,
receive their index card, and immediately register.
2.Additional rules & regulations may be added or changed at any time.
3.Fire suits are highly recommended! Drivers must wear helmet! Eye protection required!
4.All vehicles inspected by the chief steward or his assistants for compliance
prior to the event. Their decision as to the qualification of the vehicle is final.
No arguing with the chief steward’s decision
5.Drivers must be 18 years old to participate. 16 and 17 year olds may
participate with parents signed consent.
6.No convertibles. No open roll cages. Large trucks and vans may run in
2WD only.
7.Drivers will get a card from inspection officials before they can register.
Must have a card for each class entered, if entering in more than one class.
8.DO NOT complain to Officials. This could result in removal
from the property and any future events. Any issues need to be taken up with
officials.
9.All winnings must be picked up the night of the event, or they may be
forfeited. Money will not be mailed. Unclaimed checks void after 30 days.
10.All drivers must sign release form prior to participation.
11.All drivers must be present for drivers meeting before the race.
12.No use of drugs or intoxicants will be allowed on the track or pit areas.
Offenders may be disqualified or removed from the property.
13.Nobody other than drivers allowed in the arena during races. Spectators
are asked to NOT block entry and exit to the arena for spectating.
Pitmen are asked to not jump on moving cars to ride back to pit area after
a race.
14.Gas leaks will result in automatic disqualification
15.If a vehicle catches fire, and deemed safe to race again, driver will get

one more opportunity.
16.If vehicle rolls over, car may run again if everything is secure and no
leaks are found.
17.Any reckless driving or misconduct, will result in disqualification and
forfeiture of winnings and entry fees. No targeting with intent to injure.
18.No deliberate driver’s door hits allowed. Drivers that try to intentionally
roll another vehicle in a corner, may be disqualified. Drivers caught
intentionally blocking or head-hunting other drivers will be disqualified, and
risk not participating in future events
19.There will be no reviews of video after an event, to alter the official’s
decision.
20.All vehicles must run a preliminary heat in order to qualify for a feature
or consolation race.
21.If a car is not useable for the feature, after already qualifying, another
car for that class may be used, if already driven in a prior heat. (See rules
for Points Series for additional information)

GENERAL PREPARATION OF VEHICLES
1.Make sure vehicle number is legible. It is mandatory to have a roof
mount number.
2.All glass, mirrors, and plastic lenses must be removed before reaching
fairgrounds. Fee of $50 if glass is not removed. Remove all trash.
3.Properly built fuel cells are preferred. Bolted down and protected. Rollover
protection to keep from leaking. Original tanks may stay in stock location
for certain classes running pressurized systems. Tank must be relocated
for all weld classes, Maximum of 10 gallons of fuel. Tanks must be mounted
behind driver and covered before reaching fairgrounds.
4.Working Safety belts must be in place and used.
5.Helmets are required. Full face preferred. Clear shields or safety glasses
must be used.
6.All vehicles must have all loose debris removed from vehicle before reaching
fairgrounds. If doors and floor are full of broken glass, vehicle will not

participate until removed.
7.No flashing lights may be used on vehicles. Remove tail light bulbs and
brake light bulbs.
8.All vehicles may have driver’s door protection. See specific rules for
certain classes.
9.Any reinforcement added to vehicles, welded or bolted, may need to be
removed prior to racing upon official’s request, if deemed unsafe for driver or
other participants.
10.At this time, Weld classes, to include full size weld and full size trucks
and vans, have no limit on reinforcement, as long as it is inspected and
deemed safe. Driver safety belts, battery placement, and fuel tank placement,
are our three main concerns.
11.Vehicles must be removed from fairgrounds by 2 pm Sunday, or they
become property of Lee County Fair . Lee County Fair assumes no risk for vehicles left
on the property.

Kid’s Power Wheel Derby (per Lee County Fair rules)
1)Ages 3-8, classes split dependent on number of entries/age
2)All children must be signed in with at least one legal parent/guardian at the pit gate. Pit charges must apply to anyone
entering the pit area
3) All children must wear safety helmets and it is suggested to wear long pants, shirt, and full footwear.
4) All power wheels must remain stock with no added reinforcements. Must use factory battery only and must be
mounted securely and covered
5) May decorate using non reinforced material (cardboard, tape, paper, etc)
6) Visible number should be displayed
7) The event is timed. One parent is allowed on the track during the event.
This is a fun event for kids, lets keep it safe and enjoyable!

